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Sue Jean, Mary Pat, Lorell, Others
Named As Royalty For Military Ball
The Arnold Air Society liis proud
to announce th at Sue Jean Henry,
M ary P at Hewitt, Susi Quinn,
Lorell Tiels, and Gretehen Wilde
have been nam ed as m em bers of
the royal court of the 1969 Ar
nold Air Society Military Bali.
The annual w inter m ilitary
ball, which has again been reviv
ed by the Arnold Air Society
(ROTC) after m any years of non
existence, is scheduled to take
place Saturday, 6 December, at
the Country-Aire Gardens. ROTC
had originally scheduled their
bail for 15 November but, in an
attem pt to encourage public a t
tendance, they changed to the
laiter date.

Students Can Peek
At Downer’s Teak
Business M anager Marwin 0 .
Wrolstad has announced that the
Alice G. Chapman teakwood room
in Jason Downer Center will be
open for public viewing from 2
to 4 p.m. on Sundays throughout
the academ ic year.
The teakwood room was brought
to Lawrence with the consolida
tion of Milwaukee-Downer and
Lawrence colleges in 1964, and
w as installed in Downer Ceoter
in 1968.
Previously, the room had been
on display in the MilwaukeeDowner College Chapman Mem
orial Library as a gift from Miss
Alice G. Chapman, a Downer
trustee, in 1938.
The room was originally order
ed by Miss Chapman and her
father from a sample of carved
teakwood on display at the Chi
cago World’s F a ir in 1892-93.
Thee room and five other sim ilar
rooms were hand-carved in the
E ast Indian studios of American
artist and architect Lockwood DeForest. Only one other of the six
rooms still exists and is in Wind
sor Castle painted white. In Mil
waukee, the room was built to
order for the teakwood parts and
later used as Miss Chapman’s
m usic room.
Except for the ceiling .«nd cer
tain wall coverings the room ap
pears in Downer Center exactly
as it did in Miss Chapman’s
home, complete with oriental
chandeliers from Tiffany’s, orental rugs, and objects of a rt col
lected by Miss Chapman on her
travels.
At Lawrence, gold silk shantung
and gold paper replace the dark
green and gold pattern used in
Miss Chapman’s home.

CHEERS
Note: The following Is the
first in a series designed to
present Lawrence’s distinctive
cheers in printed form in order
to facilitate their commitment
to memory.
“Vike’s Yell” (clap, clap)
V—I—K—E—S
(acrobatics and gesticula*
tions)
VIKES
( applause)

Since 1927, the Arnold Air So
ciety has annually held a mili
tary ball in honor of those young
women who showed outstanding
qualities of nationalism, public
awareness, sense of duty, and
leadership. In 1960 th e tradition
was tem porarily discontinued,
until this w inter, when public in
terest and dem and forced ROTC
to schedule the m ilitary ball.
Girls selected to sit on the
court this year were chosen by
ROTC officers and judged on the
aforementioned qualities.
The
queen, who will reign the night
of the ball, will not be announced
till 10:30, 6 December, when a
sabre - anch processional and
grand m arch are program m ed in
honor of her.
Mary P at, who at the present
t me is reputed to be th e favored
queen candidate, is a bubbly se
nior a rt m ajor hailing from Cor
nell, Iowa, who hopes to assist
in draft counselling after comple
tion of her studies here at Law
rence. In the past Mary P at has
been active in the Miss Appleton
pageant and church activities.
Other candidates, such as Sue
Jean and Susi, are now just fresh
men here at Lawrence and little
information is available about
their activities.
Lorell, now a sophomore and
dearly beloved friend of faculty,
lists YAF and dating as her
outside interests here a t Law
rence. When questioned as to her
reaction if she should be chosen
as Arnold Air Society Queen for
’69 Lorell commented, “ If chosen,
I only hope th at I could live up
to ‘the honor bestowed upon m e.”
Gretehen, presently an offcam pus resident of Lawrence and
wife of the ROTC commander,
was only too thrilled to find she
too had been nam ed to the court.
“ Those boys have never forgot
ten me in my 30 years here in
Appleton.”
Tickets for the ball are avail
able at the Lawrence ticket of
fice, $4 a couple, $3 stag.
Music for the evening will be
provided by the “ Badladiers,”
who have said th at they will be
only too glad to accept public re
quests.
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Union Holds
Big Dance
Know w hat's coming up this
big Saturday night? The Union
Committee is celebrating the
Union’s redecoration and invites
you to attend the wildest, most
unusual dance of the year!
Shake off those pre-final blues
in a cool with-it atmosphere!
Swing to the hot, intense soulbeat of Appleton’s finest, “The
Studs!” Jain all your friends at
the Union Redecoration Dance
this Saturday, 8 to 1, in the Riverview Lounge!
The Union has never looked so
good. Let the committee know
you care! See the Union this
Saturday night a t the big dance!
Admission is only $1 and pro
ceeds will go to financing the
Viking Room. Join the actionfaction a t the Union this Satur
day night!
Rem em ber proper dress rules
will be enforced and I.D.’s are
required.

A L L S E T FO R T H E C E L E B R A T IO N of the redecora
tion of the Union, the V iking Room radiates its warmth as
it aw aits tomorrow night’s crowds. Free beer for freshmen
onlv.

YA Pamphlet On Flag
Is New Best-Seller
In three short weeks a Veter
ans Administration publication
has zoomed to the top of the
country’s "best seller” list.
Adm inistrator of Veterans Af
fairs Donald E. Johnson, who is
also Chairm an of the President’s
Veterans Day National Commit
tee, described as “ phenomenal”
th e number of requests for a twocolor pamphlet entitled “ How to
Respect and Display Our F lag.”
“ Our original supply of 100,000,
we believed, would be sufficient
and we w ere not prepared for the
deluge of requests th at has push
ed our distribution to the one
milliion figure,” the VA’s chief
declared.
The VA Administrator also sadd

F I N A L E X A M I N A T I O N S , T E R M I, 1 9 6 9 - 7 0
Conflicts should be reported to the Registrar prompt
ly. Three-in-a-row schedules, either before or after
but not over the intervening Sunday, can be adjusted
by the personnel Deans.
Friday, 5 December .............8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 1:30
M WF
Friday, 5 December ................ 1:30 p.m. Classes meeting a 8:30
T T S; Government 24, Slavic 22,
Slavic 35
Saturday, 6 December ......... 8:30 a.m. Government 45, His
tory 85, Philosophy 29, Slavic 11
Monday, 8 December ...............8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 9:50
T T S; Religion 37
Monday, 8 December ...............1:30 p.m. Economics 45, Econ
omics 56, English 13, both sec
tions; English 66, Government
ment 51, Psychology 53, Religion
15, Slavic 12, Music 45, Music
Education 33
Tuesday 9 December .............8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 11:10
M W F; Slavic 45
Tuesday 9 December .............1:00 p.m. Classes meeting at 8:30
M W F; Philosophy 34
Wednesday, 10 December . .. 8:30 a.m. Classes meeting at 9:50
M W F; Slavic 31

the upsurge in Veterans Day ac
tivities in the Nation is a tribute
to college cam pus veterans as
well as all other veterans who
want to build a better future by
utilizing the educational facili
ties available to them.
He said th at those in school
could perform a single act on
Veterans Day which would con
tribute to progress and stability
in the Nation—“convince a nonschool veteran to sign up for
more education th at is his for the
asking under the G.I. BilL”
The four-page flag pamphlet
was produced by the VA for
President Nixon’s Veterans Day
National Committee. It was sent
without cost to schools.
The largest single request for
pamphlets (155,000) cam e from
the District of Columbia school
system. Every student in Washlington, D.C., will receive one.
Another large request (124,000)
cam e from the office of the Su
perintendent of Schools in Mont
gomery County, Md.
The Superintendent of Schools
in Spokane, Wash., also ordered
36,200 for every elem entary and
secondary student in his dis
trict, Mr. Johnson said.
" It is so gratifying in these
troubled tim es to see such sin
cere interest in proper etiquette
for the American Flag among
the Nation's educators and stu-i
dents. Committee m em bers and
the President share my enthusi
asm. We will m ake an effort to
get these handsomely illustrated
pam phlets into the hands of every
elem entary and high school stu 
dent in th e United States in tim e
for th e 1970 Veterans Day observ
ance.”
The President’s Veterans Day
National Committee expects 10,000,000 school age children to p ar
ticipate in Veterans Day this
year, Mr. Johnson said.

Lecture Series
Schedules Four
Speakers Forum has managed
to squeeze four m ore notables
into its first term series of lec
tures for the Lawrence commun
ity.
Paul McCartney will ¿peak in
front of the Delta Tau Delta juke
box on Thursday, November 13
at 9:00 p m . (His topic is to be
announced by the Ann Arbor
D a ly ).
F ath er Jam es E. Groppi will
speak to a rally behind th e wel
fare center on Thursday, 27 Nov
em ber at 4:30 p.m. concerning
“The Enforcement of Wisconsin
Law ,” or “ How to Bridge the
Century Gap.” Acting as m aster
of ceremonies will be Appleton’s
own Mayor George L. Buckley.
Corporal Wm. Westmoreland,
authority in Southeast Asian Af
fairs, will orate in the Viking
Room on Friday, 5 December,
from 9:00-11:00 p.m. to the tune
of "When the Red, Red Robin
Goes Bob-Bob-Bobbin Along” and
"Your Red Scarf Matches Your
E yes.”
Charles Schulz, author of "H ap
piness Is . . .” will address in
Stansbury Theater on Wednesday,
10 December at 8:00 a.m. on
“ Hang ups in Breeding Hybrid
Gubers.”
Hey, Lawrentians, let’s not miss
all of these groovy speakers! Let’s
show them how much we care.

Bill Riebel Contacts
Infectious Hepatitis
A Lawrence University student
presently on the Eningen Campus
has contracted infectious hepatitus.
Sophomore Bill Riebel will
spend from four to six weeks in
isolatiion in a G erm an hospital
before returning to the United
States. The remaining mem bers
of the Lawrence group are pres
ently having blood tests.
Get-well cards m ay be sent to
Bill a t the following address: 7412
Eningen U. A., Germany.

Downer Theatre
Features Fields,
Laurel and Hardy
Hal Roach’s Crazy World of
Laurel and Hardy, The Best of
W. C. Fields, and Ja y Ward’s
Fractured Flickers, ane schedul
ed to open in Milwaukee a t the
Downer Theatre on 16 November,
1969.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
blend their talents with W. C.
Fields to prove the timelessness
of true comedy.
The Los Angeles Times raves:
“The Crazy World of Laurel and
Hardy is a rich, joyous compli
cation of the best moments from
the greatest comedic pair the
m ovks have known.”
Teamed with these inspired
clowns is the incomparable W.
C. Fiellds in three of his most
famous classics:- The Barber
shop, The Fatal Glass of Beer,
and The Pharmacist.
Completing this package of un
paralleled humor will be Jay
W ard’s hilarious featurette, Frac
tured Flickers (formally known
as The Inter galactic Film Festi
val) with such inimitable char
acters as "Dudley Do-Right” and
“ George of the Jungle;” together
they offer a rare treat.
To borrow a line from John
Mason of WJZ-TV (Baltimore):
‘‘If you can use a laugh, and to
day who couldn’t,” see this fun
festival, opening next at the
Downer Theatre. “ If that doesn’t
help, you’ve had it."

Gay Group Formed
On Big Ten Campus
The Twin Cities Assembly Com
m ittee on Student Affairs of the
University of Minnesota has ap
proved for campus membership
the newest minority group organi
zation on the Minneapolis cam 
pus, Fight Repression of Erotic
Expression. FR E E is composed
of homosexuals and sympathizers
wishing to secure equal rights
with the heterosexuals in society.
The sixty m em ber gay organ
ization has four main purposes.
The m em bers plan to educate the
university community about hom
osexuality and its place in so
ciety and will try to secure for
homosexuals those rights now en
joyed by heterosexuals.
They
also plan to pretest legislation of
sexual morality. Finally. FREE
will establish and coordinate
meetings and social events for
the homosexual student com
m unity, for intellectual and social
gain.
One of the prim ary goals of
FR E E is lobbying for the offer
ing of a course on homosexuality.
The course would be taught on
the professional level for teach
ers, and later to the student body.
FR E E is the first student gay
organization to gain recognition
in the upper mid-west. Its leaders
believe it to be the first such
organization on a Big Ten cam 
pus.
Besides regular weekly m eet
ings, FR E E also hold weekly sen
sitivity group meetings to help the
m em bers better understand them
selves. Members of FREE are
available for lectures to civic
groups, and periodically hold
their own social functions.
According to leaders of the or
ganization. acceptance by the uni
versity community has been ex
cellent. There has been no h ar
assment, and approval by the
com m ittee guarantees the organ
ization the sam e rights and
privileges that other university
clubs enjoy.
F R E E was organized early in
September and looks for increas
ed m em bership and m ore involve
m ent in university life.

. CALENDAR
Sunday, 16 November
1:30-5:00 p.m.—Sorority Round
Robins a t F raternity Houses
7:30 p.m.—LU Film Board—
“The Trial” —Stansbury
8:00 p.m.—Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra—Chapel
Monday, 17 November
11:00 a.m.—Convocation*—Julian
Bond—Chapel
8:00-10:00 p.m.—Sigma Alpha
Iota Contemporary Music Re
cital—H arper Hall
Tuesday, 18 November
1:30-4:30 p.m.—Seminar spon
sored by Beta Theta Pi and
Afro-American Association —
“ P r o j e c t i o n s of Black
Thought” — Rev. Jesse Jack 
son, Director of Operation
Breadbasket—Union Lounge

A C O U P L E OF L A W R E N T IA N S and a Downer girl tuning up for the big Military
Hall? \ o . it’s Laurel. Hardy, and unidentified friend in “Sw iss Miss'*, a Sanalac niovic
now show ing at the Downer Theatre. Also on the program are several \Y. C. Fields
classics.

Eningen Student Reports
From Overseas Campus
Editor’s Note — The following
anonymous article was recently
received from the German cam
pus.
“ Dear Mom. we couldn’t decide
what to do this weekend so we
hitch-hiked to the M atterhorn.”
“ I think we hang a rechts
h ere."
“ Let’s get some wine and spend
the night on the Achalm.”
Were you ever proposed to by
a 77-year old German man?
Did you ever wade in a foun
tain in Munich or go sliding in a
salt mine at Berchtesgaden?
Did you ever share a bed with
a scorpion?
Did you ever make your own
45 record in a train station for
30 cents?
Did you ever have your car
break down on the first day of
vacation and have to pay more
for a new m otor than you paid
for the car?
Did you ever mail a bottle of
coke to a thirsty G.I.?
Did you ever lose your pack
in Lisbon and have it turn up in
Copenhagen five weeks later?
Did you ever throw an Ameri
can Fussball onto a German car
when there was a German inside?
Were you ever mistaken for a
nun in Rome?
Did you ever get locked in a
train com partment with French
G.I.’s?
Did you ever get to the once-a-

week ferry from Tunisia and
barely m ake it on because they
wanted a bureaucratic hassle and
then have your car break down
in Sicily where they naturally
didn’t have a part for it—and then
take a new transmission back
down on the train as baggage?
Did you ever take 32 hours to
hitch 300 miles or 3 hours to hitch
50 miles—in one ride?
Did you ever get off at the
wrong island in Greece?
Did you ever have an Italian
m an teach you how to embroider
on the train?
Have you ever been waked up
by a man fumigating your room
who said your eyes looked yel
low?
Did you ever spend half the
night in “ Wimpy's” in order to
watch Convent Garden open at
4:30 a.m.?
Did you ever have money
thrown in your hotel window in
Amsterdam?
Did you ever walk out of he
Oktoberfest with four mugs under
your cape — or drive back with
43 in your VW?
Did you ever turn up at the
Burgerm eister’s along with 22
other students when he was ex
pecting only the professors?
Did you ever m iss your plane
and have to find your own way

Did you ever find out the hard
way what Arthur From m er means
by “ sub-starvaion” ?
Did you ever try to steal a 10foot beer glass with 2000 volts
running through it?
“ Who wants to drive to Yugo
slavia and see that earthquake?"
“ More funny money”
“Can I bum a cigarette?"
“ What’s the Mark worth to
day?”
“Dear Dad, please send $100."
Did you ever attend Lawrence
Universität in Eningen, U. A.?

Friday, 21 November
3:00-5:30 p m —Beta and AAA
Seminar — “ Projections of
Black Thought”—Dr. Charles
Hearst, President Malcolm X
Community College — Union
Lounge
4:30 p.m.—Faculty Meeting —
Art Center •
7:30 p.m.—LU Film Board —
“ Billy Budd” — Stansbury
Saturday, 22 November
7:00 p m —LU Film Board —
“ Billy Budd” and “ G reat E x
pectations”—Science Hall 161
8:00 p.m. — Special Projects
Committee Conceit — Luther
Allison—Blues Band — Stans
bury
8:30-12:30 p.m.—Beta Theta Pi
and Kappa Alpha Theta Open
P arty—Pennings’
Sunday, 23 November
7:30 p.m.—LU Film Board —
“ G reat Expectations”—Stans
bury
8:00 p.m.—Chamber Music Se
ries — Parnenin Quartet —
H arper Hall

For the B E ST B U Y S in SC H O O L S U P P L IE S , A R T
and D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S
SY LV ESTER
213 E. College Ave.

&

N IE L S E N , In c .
Appleton, W isconsin
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Foot Disease
Strikes Sage
In order to curb the rapidly
spreading athlete's foot epidemic
which threatens to wipe out fourth
floor Sage. Head Resident Mrs.
Evelyn Olson recently deposited
one can of athlete’s foot eradicator in the john, guaranteed to
immediately dispose of scaley
skin and relieve itchy toes.
In addition, Sage housekeepers
have been using an increased
amount of chlorine in disinfect
ing appropriate areas and all
floor residents have been advised
to w ear thongs while showering.
Summing up the situation, con
cerned maid ‘Eleanor’ comment
ed, “ What the sam hell is goii^
on here?"

there and get taken to the wrong
town because you couldn’t pro
nounce the nam e in German?
Were you ever* stopped by the
police and asked to walk in the
walking lane instead of the cy
cling lane?
Did you ever listen to “Abbey
Road” a t breakfast?
Did you ever steal street signs
and have to return them at 2
a.m. the day before your 3-week
break because the police were
looking for them?

Wednesday, 19 November
3:00-5:30 p.m. — “ Projections
of Black Thought” Seminar
continues: Mr. Leoo Finney,
Director of the Woodlawn
Organization—Union Lounge.
7:00-8:00 p.m.—Lawrence Chris
tian Fellowship—Science Hall
166
8:00-10:00 p.m.—Sigma Alpha
Iota Record P arty—Colman
Study Lounge
8:00^11:00 p.m.—Delta Gamm a
Bazaar—Union Lobby
Thursday, 20 November
6:00 p.m.—Fall Sports Varsity
Awards Dinner—Left Guard
6:30 p.m.—“ Messiah” rehearsal
—Harper Hail
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MEN
William M. Bauer
Craig W. Branigan
Douglas Brengel
Dana Cable
Stephen L. Delap
Thomas G. Dick
Patrick D. Eagen
David G. Hansen
Thomas Kissig
Larry Maple
Kim Masterson
Kirk Michelson
Michael J. Reese
Michael Rossmeier
Robert A. Rutter
Charles B. Sie km an
Douglas J. Smith
Brian G. Thompson
George Whitely
Clifford Zeliff

WOMEN
Laura Brill
Jane Ann Crandell
Patricia Fontana
Joan Guyer
B arbara Hoerig
Anne Ludcke
Christine P. McQuitty
Penelope A. Maiken
Bonnie May Morris
M arjorie Norgaard
Louise Ohara
Lee Ann Otto
Susan K. P arry
Constance J. Pfitsch
Ellen M. Priest
Christine A. Renard
Nancy Rigg
Donna J. Seifert
Reathy Senk
Cheryl W arren
Cynthia White
Carolyn Williams

■
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J-Board, Dean Decide
On Disruption Cases
All fifteen Lawrentians charg
ed with violating University dem 
onstration policy will rem ain in
school under probation statuses
according to deliberations final
ized yesterday evening by the
Judicial Board and by Dean of
Student Affairs Charles F. L aut
er.
The Board met for three long
hearings, three procedural meet
ings, and two meetings for delib
eration over the course of the
past four weeks.
All twelve of the defendants
who appeared before Judicial
Board pleaded guilty to violating
the demonstration policy by dis
rupting the 29 September faculty
meeting.
Five defendants were consider
ed as com mitting an ac t more
serious in degree, and they were
suspended from the University
for one term . The sentence is
suspended and will be invoked
only if one of them is found
guilty of violating a University
regulation during the balance of
the academ ic year.
Seven individuals were found to
have com m itted a less serious

violation and were placed on
strict
disciplinary
probation,
which m eans if found guilty of
violation of a University regula
tion, they are liable for suspen
sion.
The other three charged in con
nection with this incident chose
to have th eir case adjudicated
by the dean of student affairs;
each was placed on disciplinary
probation.
On the open hearing question,
Lauter explained th at the Board
decided th at closed hearings, a
long-time procedure, should be
maintained in this case rath er
than change procedure in the
middle of this case. A more co
gent reason, however, was th at
unlike other judicial systems,
which normally protect th e jury
from public pressure by sequest
ering them , J-Board accomplish
es much the sam e thing through
closed sessions.
Lauter emphasized th at the
agency is dcing nothing secret,
and that its procedures are open
to inspection through a tape re
cording released by the consent
of defendants.

“T H E IN V E S T IG A T IO N ” by Peter W eiss, author also of “ Marat-Sade”, probes the na
ture of war crimes and the concentration camps of the last W orld War. The play,
which opened W ednesday in Stansbury Theatre and runs through tomorrow even
ing’s 8 p.m. performance, is reviewed on page 7.
Fewer M oderates

A c t i v i s t s L e a d M o r a t o r iu m :
P o p u la r E n th u s ia s m F a d e s

Smith Gives Reasons
For Hike In Tuition
A $345 tuition hike was announc
ed last week in a letter from
Lawrence President Thomas S.
Smith to students.
Wednesday, Smith explained
the hike in greater detail, em pha
sizing th at all possible sources
of university income had been
(investigated before student fees
w ere increased.
Lawrence’s funds stem from
three sources, he said. The first
raturns on endowments, has been
an unanticipated decline due to
current low dividend rates an the
stock m arket.
To com pensate for this, the
trustees and business m anager
are considering using five percent
of the yearly value growth of
Lawrence’s stocks to fill out op
erating costs. However, even this
additional income alone would

Congress Passes
Student Loan BUI
WASHINGTON — (CPS) — An
em ergency insured student loan
bill has finally received Con
gressional approval and is cur
rently awaiting President Nixon’s
signature.
The bill would perm it private
lenders to students to receive in
terest subsidies of up to 3 per
cent beyond the 7 per cent limi
tation on interest imposed under
existing laws.
It also directs the Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare to
determ ine if lenders have dis
crim inated against borrowers who
do not do business with them. The
Secretary is to report his find
ings to Congress M arch 1 and
take rem edial steps if he finds
that a substantial num ber of stu
dents a re subject to discrimina
tion.

not absorb Lawrence’s present
deficit.
Gifts, the second source, have
not increased sufficiently in the
last years, Smith said, due to
proposed changes in the tax
structure and the m ergers of
local
contributing
businesses
with larger national corporations.
Business M anager Marwin O.
Wrolstad estim ated th at Law
rence had recently lost several
m ajor local contributions because
of such m ergers.
Tuition is then the only source
remaining from which substantial
increase can be taken. Law
rence's minimal $345 increase
will barely put its operations into
the black for 1970-71.
In comparison with other ACM
schools, Smith anticipated that
Lawrence would stand sixth or
seventh out of twelve, with its
comprehensive fee being $23 un
der the projected ACM average.
In 1969-70, Lawrence ranked elev
enth.
ACM fees will probably range
from $2950-$3800 next year.
As Smith painted out in his let
ter, students will again carry
54% of the financial burden for
their education, as was Law
rence’s policy until a few years
ago when at was decreased to
50%.
Both Smith and Wrolstad indi
cated that financial aid will be re
evaluated and increased to p re
vent present students from hav
ing to leave for financial reasons.
Said Wrolstad, "We m ade a
commitment to these people when
we brought them here in the first
place.”
In light of the five to six per
cent yearly inflation smce 1966
and the 22% average increase in
student fees nationally from
1966-68, Lawrence’s increase of
less thsm 20% since 1967-68 is
minimal and consistent with n a 
tionwide trends.

B y G EORGE W Y E T H
A slightly more m ilitant Nov
em ber antiw ar m oratorium got
under way this morning, but the
coalition of liberals and leftist
that is running the campaign
threatens to slowly dissolve in a
dispute over the goals of M-day.
Moderates have favored reaching
Nixcn’s "silent m ajority;” mili
tants emphasize protest by those
already in the movement.
Partly because of sm aller m an
power needs, but also as a re 
sult of apparent slackening of
commitment or a short attention
span, the number of participants
has declined greatly fnom Octo
ber.
The much lower attendance,
about 80, a t the open planning
meeting on Sunday, 9 November,
was probably a factor in the
stronger influence of the m ilitant
faction, since they constituted a
larger majority, if not a m ajor
ity, of those present.
The sam e effect took place
across the nation, with more radi
cal leaders playing m ajor roles
and targe numbers of m oderates
staying home. The most obvious
event is in Washington, where to
morrow’s Mobilization is expected
to set records for m ass demon
stration.
Nationwide activities,
however, are not expected to
match the October effort.
Local end-the-war events will
reflect a compromise of views,
though perhaps an unconscious
one. Leafletting, the m oderates’
method, began this morning in
downtown Appleton. Distribution
will continue there and in three
area shopping centers this eve
ning, and tomorrow morning at
superm arkets only.
Leaflets were designed by As
sistant Professor of Economics
Jules N. LeRocque, and w ere
taken in part fircm those used m
Milwaukee for last month’s m or
atorium.
A more militant activity is the
planned parade through Appleton
streets tomorrow afternoon. Jim
Noble, who secured the parade
permit and has been promoting
it in area high schools, sees £

m ore as a m eans for organizing
student cadres than for reaching
undecided voters.
“ I don’t think m archers really
convince people of anything,” he
said at the open meeting last Sun
day. ‘‘I think they do a lot m ore
for the people in them .”
In contrast to last year, no
restrictions have been placed on
wording of signs. The ondy direc
tive given has been "no weapons
and no dope.”
The parade will begin at 1:30
p.m. a t Erb Pamk on N. Oneida
S t, go south an Morrison Street
to Wisconsin Avenue, follow State
Steet to College Avenue, and
end in front of the Lawrence Me
m orial Chapel, where a short
rally will be held.
While he could m ake no definite
prediction, Noble expected the
m archers to number considera
bly m ore than the 400 provided
for in the permit, with ranks
swelled greatly by high school
students. He said th at the per
m it number, however, was m ere
ly arbitrary to m ake plans for
traffic control, and the actual
number would stiHl be sm all
enough to follow the sam e plans.
Some organization will be pro
vided by parade m arshals who
will keep the group together and
ward
off expected
hecklers.
Force will not be used, Noble
stressed, unless bystanders a t
tem pt to impede the m archers
physically.
The November moratorium will
be escalated in dem ands as well
as methods, stated Economics In
structor Morton D. Schwartz, o r
ganizer of the leaflet campaign
and la st month’s canvassing. He
said that this month’s ‘‘them e”
will be a stronger csall for troop
withdrawal, ‘‘imm ediately” rath
e r than “as soon as possible” and
with no reservations a s had been
expressed in last month’s peti
tion.
Another dimension was added
to the m oratorium at last Sun
day’s meeting by two representa
tives of the New Milwaukee Mor

atorium Committee, Chuck Fafllenkamp and Kevin Cassidy.
They suggesteed th at the m ora
torium should be an arfion
against all forms of "im perial
ism ,” foreign and domestic. The
end of the w ar in Vietnam is just
a part of this goad, they said, re
iterating the new left axiom th a t
‘‘You can’t end the w ar without
ending the institutions th at are
carrying it on.”
Cassidy furtherm ore warned
against a new danger to th e
movement, one from within: the
New Democratic Coalition, which
has tried to inject the m orator
ium into th e realm of normal
politics. The guest speaker fear
ed th at after th e w ar is over, the
NDC would go back to "repress
ing the poor” and "encouraging
apathy” among citizens.
Dean of Student Affairs C har
les F. Lauter, head of m orator
ium activists and apparent lead
er of the moderates, noted that
other related activities have ta k 
en place during th e month, ineluding the organized viewing of
President Nixon's Vietnam ad
dress, and a speech last Monday
night by Ret. U.S. Gen. H ugi B.
Hester, noted critic of United
States foreign policy.

Phi Beta Kappa
Chooses Eight
Eight Lawrence seniors were
elected to the Phi Beta Kappa
society at the fall business meet
ing of the university’s GammaDelta chapter on 10 Nov.
Included were: Kevin Gilmartin, Lynn Madow, Carol Middle
ton, Myra Krinke, James Noble,
Judy Pugh, Peggy Hurt Schmitt
and Carolyn Martin.
Also named were freshman
scholarship award winners Theo
dore Tollefson, Constance Pfitsch
and Carolyn Williams.
The society’s junior scholarship
award was given to John Idoine.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

'O b s o le t e In T w o Y e a r s '

by Phil Frank

Carleton Parley Features
Division Over Female Role
B y B E R N I SIN G L E Y
RTHFIELD, MINN. — Wo
rn*
rom the ACM conference
m et Nov. 7-9 at Carleton College,
Northfield, Minn., for the annual
Women’s government convention.
The theme, “ Down with Wom
en’s Government,” was quite in
dicative of the trend of discus
sion during the three-part sym 
posium. Carleton men, women,
and professors and adm inistra
tors spoke to the questions of the
jusification for women’s govern
ment as a separate organiation,
the need for women’s government
as such, and women’s participa
tion in the world.
Carleton men, representatives
at large, held tenaciously to the
belief that “ women’s government
creates an artificial environment;
it perpetuates the dichotomy of
women on one side and men on the
other.” Although the men m ain
tained that all-school governing
bodies are more logical, they did
adm it that women’s government
might be justified in its role in
social regulations.
A m ajor complaint was voiced
concerning the fact that even
when men and women sit on gov
erning boards together, women
still tend to represent women
and men represent men. As one
Carletonian stated, “ There is a
general need for getting out of
sexual boxes, either m asculine or
feminine, aggressive or submiss
ive, and assuming a more respon
sible role in society.”
In an attem pt to validate the
need for women’s government as
a separate organization, the Car
leton women representatives bas
ed their argum ent for separate
government on three premises
which said that women’s govern
m ent: m aintains power through
organization to exert pressure on
existing
structures:
develops
leadership skills, and. perfects
“women’s way of doing things.”
They did agree, however, that
the governing power should be
vested in dorm autonomy rather
than in a central women’s organ
ization prim arily because the
form er is better able to struc
ture itself according to the needs
of its residents.
The m any colleges who were
questioning the effectiveness of
their women’s government were
warned that any organization
which cannot identify with the

POLLUTERS UNITE!
A short organizational meet*
ing of those persons interested
in working for the Lawrence
Anti-Pollution Committee will
be held this Tuesday, 18 Nov
ember, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Terrace Room of the Union.

A T T E N T IO N
M U S IC LOVERS
See and hear the Valley’*
most complete selection of
top name brand Hi-Fi compo
nents and systems.
Terms and lowest catalogue
discount prices on FISHER
KENWOOD, DUAL. PICKER
ING, SHURE, TEAC, SONY,
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, oth
ers.

A P P L E T O N H I FI
CENTER
323 W. College Ave., Appleton

interests of its constituents has
outlived its function and should
be abolished.
The concluding session of the
convention was led by six Carle
ton professors, adm inistrators and
affiliates. They discussed the role
of women in the world, how it is
ham pered by m ores and trad i
tions, and what can be done to
free oneself of these rstraints.
In other words, there ensued a
rally for “ Women’s Liberation.”
The sincerity of women’s fight
for freedom was questioned by
asking if they really wanted lib
eration, equality, etc., or if, in
deed, they merely liked the sound
of the idea.
Men’s liberation was included
at one point in the discussion
when one representative proposed
that perhaps men should be lib
erated from the “ feminine m ys
tique,” a term which dominated
the discussion, but which was nev-

er defined.
Can a woman be feminine and
equal (to a man», too? Is femin
inity merely the result of so
cialization or does it really exist
as a separate entity? These and
other questions were tossed about
in what was sometimes heated
debate as the women policymak
ers sought to define their roles
in society.
Though differing in • specific
methods proposed, all three dis
cussions were of the same general
approach: a constant re-evalua
tion of the effectiveness of and
the necessity for any organiza
tion and alterations to fit the de
mands of the m em bers being ser
ved.
Colleges participating in the
convention this year were Be
loit, Carleton, Coe, Colorado,
Grinnell, Knox, Lawrence, Ripon, Monmouth, St. Olaf, and Macalester.
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P re s id e n t A lie n a te s

Anti-War Leaders Redouble Effort
In Response To Nixon Speech
WASHINGTON—(C P S )-T he re 
action of antiw ar leaders hene to
President Nixon’s Nov. 3 Vietnam
speech has been one of anger and
dismay. The Vietnam Moratorium
Committee and New Mobilization
Committee both predict that the
hard-line tone of the speech will
be the catalyst for many undecideds to join the peace dem onstra
tions Nov. 13-15.
Particularly bitter are leaders
of the Mobilization which is spon
soring the Nov. 15 m arch on
Washington. In addition to hear
ing Nixon indirectly attem pt to
discredit their planned activities
by speaking derogatorily of the
“ vocal minority” who would
seek to formulate government
policy in the stneets, they have
been informed by the Justice De
partm ent that parade permits
wen t be granted for p art of the
march.
According to Ron Young, proj
ect director for the m arch, Jus
tice D epartment officials are re
fueling to grant perm its for the
first leg of the m arch, from the
Capitol mall up Pennsylvania
Ave., to the Whit.? House. He said
the officials continue to question
the need for any demonstration,
and negotiations have complete
ly “ broken down.”
Stewart Meacham, one of six
Mobilization co-chairmen, said
he still expects the permits to
be granted since, “ The people
have the constitutional .right of
free assem bly.” Promising that
the Mobilization isn’t about to
m ake a back room deal that
would steer the m arch away from
the White House, he strongly hint
ed it would proceed there even
if the appropriate perm its were
not available.
Meacham was moderator of a
Mobilization press conference the
day after Nixon’s speech in which
a panel composed of John Ben
nett, president of the Union Theo
logical Seminary; George Kahiln,
a Cornell professor; Paul Lauter,
national director of Resist; Jon
athan Mirsky, a Dartmouth pro
fessor; and Henry Niles, director
of Businessmen for Peace, was
presented.
Lauter said increasing militance
in the protest movement is in
evitable. Describing the mood of
the country today as comparable
to th at existing just prior to the
Civil War, he cited the burning
and seizure of draft board files
and the recent violent actions in
Chicago by the SDS Weathermen
as evidence of the movement’s es
calation.
Dennett said of the speech: “He
(Nixon) gave us no concession at
all. He talked a lot about peace,
about a just peace. But he gave
us a program for continuation of
an unjust war. . . . If you think
the w ar is just awkward, then it
is sufficient to try to lower U.S.
troop casualties; but if you think
it is immoral . . . the fighting
m ust end.”
Mirsky said it was ‘pnesumptuous and vulgar” of Nixon to cite
an exam ple of an alleged Viet
Cong atrocity in the city of Hue
and call it a bloodbath, when the
U.S. has killed, according to con
servative estim ates, over a half
million Vietnamese in four years.
“ Nixon has tied himself to an
albatross,” Mirsky said.
In response to reporters’ ques
tions about the possibility of vio
lence occurring Nov. 15. Meach
am said the emphasis in all steer
ing com mittee meetings has been
on a “ peaceful, legal” event with
numerous parade manshalls to
keep things orderly. But he added
that the Mobilization has no con

trol over what will happen just
after the march.

on insists there are only two al
ternatives: the present policy or
Various radical groups, includ immediate withdrawal.
(3)
Possibilities for a cease
ing the Yippies, Black Panthers,
Revolutionary Youth Movement fire have been ignored, and a
II, Youth Against War and F as timetable, while said to exist,
cism and the newly-formed “ Mad hasn’t been revealed publicly.
(4» A significant portion of
Dog” caucus of SDS, are said to
Americans is being alienated.
be planning a militant “ red flag”
“ Mr. Nixon’s m essage leads to
m arch within the main march,
the conclusion that he has so far
which will veer from the great
been unable to reassent Ameri
mass of people at 5 p.m. Saturday
for a demonstration in front of ca ’s control over her own des
tiny.”
the Justice Department. The
The Moratorium Committee it
theme will be to stop the Conspir
self made sim ilar criticisms,
acy trial in Chicago.
calling Nixon’s announced plans
The Vietnam Mortorium Com
“ an extension of Lyndon John
m ittee held a sim ilar press con
L U T H E R A L L ISO N , who electrified summer R&B fest
son’s war policies.”
ference the day after the speech.
ivals
and upstaged such top attractions as H. B. King, will
“The President implies that any
But it was more moderate. All
be at Lawrence on 22 November by invitation of the LU
alternative
to
his
policy
would
be
along. Moratorium leaders have
Special Projects Committee.
been demandisg an immediate unpatriotic,” said Sam Brown,
national
Moratorium
spokesman.
troop withdrawal limited in time
“ We have a different concept of
only by logistical considerations.
patriotism. We believe that the
But Nov. 4. there were hints that
tlie M oratorium's line has chang drain of lives and resources in
ed from peace now to peace on a Vietnam serves no national inter
By DON HAGUE
est—that, to the contrary, it dam 
definite timetable.
On 22. November, the Lawrence
ages our position in the world
A panel of exports on Vietnam
and distracts us from construc University Special Projects Com
was presented at the conference,
mittee is sticking its collective
tive work at home.
and they issued a statem ent en
neck out. It’s taking a chance
“
But
Mr.
Nixon
seems
to
be
dorsing the proposals for disen
on one of America’ fastest rising
saying that no peaceful objection,
gagement offered by senators
young Blues and Soul singers.
Kennedy, Goodell, and McGov no ;how cf popular opposition, no Luther Allison, who has been
informed commentary will have
ern, and former defense secretary
electrifying black audiences for
Clark Clifford, as viable alterna the slightest effect on his pre five years, recently hit the s im 
determined course of action.”
tives ta Nixon’s “ peace” plan.
m er rock festivals and the shock
Brown ¡said it was absurd for is still being felt.
Kennedy and Clifford have asked
Nixcn to describe Vietnam in
for Nixon to adopt a gradual
At the Ann Arbor Blues Festi
Large selection of Portable
term s of this nation’s “ national
timetable for withdrawal.
val B. B. King and Howlin’
destiny.”
“ To
us
AmericaTape Recorders
Nevertheless, the professors’
Wolf were supposed to be the at
achieves its destiny not in the
tractions. but it was Luther who
criticism was scathing. The state*
Kodadrome and Kodacolor.
destruction cf a tinv Asian coun
kept the audience on its feet
ment authored by such academic
Two Day Service!
try, but in the fulfillment of Hs
from the first number to the end
notables as Robert Dahl of Yale
own great potential as a nation
Black and White, brought in
of the set. Then he brought Chi
a id Marcus Ruskin cf the Insti
of justice and generosity.”
by 9 a m. ready same day.
cago to its knees a t tlie Grant
tute of Policy Studies—said the
Brown said the Moratorium will
Park Festival, playing lead in
speech committed Nixon to the
Largest selection of qual
continue to call for mid-month
the ^ y le of B. B. King, accom
policies of his predecessors in
ity cameras in the area.
protests
against
the
war,
because
panied by Big Mojo on bass, and
four ways:
its leaders are convinced that,
a
band
th
a
t’s
been
together
long
(1) He has abdicated the ini
“ President Nixon has misjudged e r than most rock musicians have
tiative for action to Saigon and
the mood of this country, just as owned a guitar. His performance
Hanoi. “Thus, whether we con
he lias misjudged the realities of
tinue to sacrifice American lives Vietnam. We believe that these released the combined potential
of blues, rock and soul filtered
in Vietnam remains at the op
realities must prevail and that
through the frustrations of a
tion of North and South Viet the war cannot long be carried
young, black Chicagoan.
nam .”
on against the will of the Ameri
Luther plays guitar rightside
(2) Like Lyndon Johnson, Nix can people.”
up, upside down, lying down, be
hind his back, and even in the
middle of the audience. The rest
of his band is much m ore con
servative sending their pulsations
only in a one dimensioned vector,
upright, from the stage.
AlJison’s first album is sched
222 E. College Are.
uled to be released this week on
Deimark
records,
the
label
that
In conjunction with LUCC’s in was farmed to help the residents
made Junior Wells and Magic
vitation to Julian Bond to speak of the Woodlawn community of
Sam stars. A single release will
to Lawrence students and fac Chicago, one of th at city’s worst
also be out soon.
ulty on Monday, 17 November, slum areas. It is a federation of
the Association of African-Amer churches, businessmen’s asociaicans and Beta Theta Pi frater tions, and other groups in the
nity have planned a speakers pro community, which has, since its
gram , entitled “ Projections of beginnings in the early 1960’s,
Black Thoughts,” for the week of succeeded in becoming a m ajor
☆
COM PLETE LAUNDRY and DRY
factor in Chicago politics.
17-21 November.
H earst becam e president of
The speakers in the program
C L E A N IN G S E R V IC E
Crane branch of Chicago City
will include the Reverend Jesse
Jackson, the national director of College in January of 1969. After
☆
S P E C IA L S T U D E N T R A T E S
the Southern Christian Leadership a heated controversy, the school
Council’s Operation Breadbasket,
was renamed Malcolm X Shabazz
Leon Finney, director of The Community College, in August of
☆
H A L F -D L 0 C K O F F C A M P U S
Woodlawn Organization (TWO) in 1969. H earrt was instrumental in
Chicago, and Dr. Charles G. renaming the school after the
Hearst, president of Malcolm X black m artyr, Malcolm X.
Shabazz Community College, a
H earst believes strongly that a
D A IL Y D O R M P I C K -U P a n d D E L IV E R Y
branch of Chicago’s City College.
community college must be rele
— F A S T SE R V IC E O N R E Q U E ST —
Rev. Jackson will speak on vant to the community it serves.
Malcolm X College, at 2250 W.
Tuesday, 18 November, a t 11:00
Van Buren, is situated in the
a.m., in Stansbury Hall. Finney
and Hearst will speak in River- middle of the West Side black
PHONE 7 3 3 -4 4 2 8 or 7 3 3 -6 6 7 8
view Lounge, at the Union, on community of Chicago. Two of
Wednesday, 19 November, and the programs H earst plans to ini
Friday, 21 November, respective tiate at the College a re a law
enforcement training program for
ly, at 3:00 p.m.
Rev. Jackson was present, with training future policemen, and an
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther Allied Health Services program
King Jr., at Resurrection City, a to train future registered nurses.
For those interested, there will
live-in protest of the economic de
pression of black people, held in be a question and answer period
Washington, D.C., from May with each of the speakers, in Riv/
IA U N D E R E R S • CLEANER^
erview Lounge, following each
through June of 1968.
The
Woodlawn Organization speech.

Special Projects To
Present Blues A rtist

F-A-S-T

film
processing

“Black Thoughts” Program
To Feature Jesse Jackson

ideal photo

F ro m t h e E d ito r ia l B o a rd

Family Planning
T he tuition rise of $345 announced last week is not an
unreasonable answ er to Lawrence’s fiscal problems; in
deed, it may be even more unreasonable to ignore the need
for increased funds. H owever, the U n iversity’s response
to such needs must also recognize its concom itant efforts
on its members.
The added financial strain imposed on many students
is not to be lightly dism issed. Q uality education’s al
ready high cost often requires delicate planning and fam
ilies’ long-term plans for college financing are often
charted on the assum ption that the U niversity will not
alter fees drastically over a four-year period.
Like some other colleges, this university should give
assurance to the family that the tuition rate will not in
crease substantially from year to year. Or, a ceiling could
be set to prevent such an increase from exceeding a given
level. Some such assurance is definitely needed to prevent
a recurrence of the anxiety from money pressures now
anticipated by Lawrentians.

Les Gendarmes Municipals
The peace march tomorrow afternoon will bring somp
Lawrentians into contact with the Appleton Police D e
partment for the first time. T hese first-tim ers should be
forewarned: unlike “fascist p igs” in other cities, A ppleton’s
Finest are remarkably reasonable, pleasant, and progres
sive in a manner that sharply contrasts with their counter
part City Hall.
Under the direction of Chief Earl W olff, the Appleton
Police have done a notable job in m aintaining well their
end of “tow n-gow n” relations, som etim es under rather ad
verse conditions. From the entire force’s helpful coordi
nation with such Lawrence activities as last O ctober’s
College Avenue Peace March, to the w illingness of Cap
tain Jerome Cavaney, head of the detective division, to
allow the U niversity to solve its own drug problems,
Lawrence has been fortunate.
T om orrow’s Moratorium activity, which hopefully will
involve most Lawrentians with Appleton, should perpet
uate this U niversity's rather unusual student-police re
lation.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
Your editorial on 7 November
entitled “Lauter Within Rights,”
which justifies his actions as
coordinator of Moratorium II,
states that “ Faculty fears con
cerning the associaion of the Uni
versity’s official position with the
Moratorium a re groundless and
slightly paranoid.”
I am the w riter of the letter
criticizing the dean which drew
your fire, and I am not reassur
ed by your confidence that my
fears a re groundless. Your lack
of fear is itself a ground for fear
because you seem to be unaware
of the principle involved.
While Mr. L auter’s involvement
with Moratorium II does not seem
to m e to be a serious violation of
academ ic freedom as the faculty’s
official sanction of Moratorium
I, both violate a principle of aca
demic freedom established by
the American Association of Uni
versity Professors in 1940, ac
cepted as a standard by nearly
all faculties and adm inistrations
in the United States, including
ours.
While asserting, as you do,
every teacher’s right to engage
in political activity as a citizen,
the 1940 statement at the sam e
tim e warns him to “ rem em ber
that the public may judge his
profession and his institution by
his utterances. Hence he should
at all times be accurate, should
exercise appropriate restraint,
should show respect for opinions
of others, and should make every
effort to indicate that he is not
an institutional spokesman” (my
itaTics)
The recent official acts of our
faculty and our dean of students
seems to me to violate in some
respects the letter of this prin
ciple and in all respects the spir
it. One hastens to affirm, of
course, that both the faculty and
the dean have acted in good faith
and for the good of th e country
and the university as they see it.
How then, does academic free
dom suffer? It suffers because
it is the effect of such acts that
counts in the long run, not the
intent; the symbolic meaning, not
the motivation.
When officials of an institution
take a certain stand, the public—
in this case students are p art of
the public—may easily assum e
th at the institution takes a stand.
Deans and faculties are powerful,
and therefore influential. The idea
can get started th at certain op
inions are favored on a campus.
If the University deserts its po
sition of strict objectivity toward
all opinions, then it invites out
side interference of the Joseph R.
McCarthy variety. If one group
uses students as instrum ents of
political pressure, they become
fair gam e for any politician.
Similar paranoidal fears are
well expressed in a recent editor
ial of the New York Times entit
led, “ F ree Universities — Or Cap
tive?” :
“There is little m erit in pro
tecting the freedom to advo
cate what is currently popular;
only the safeguarding of contro
versial, or even odious, ideas
can assure the perpetuation of
the university as a sanctuary
of freedom. Once that principle
is publicly compromised, the
greater danger is a creeping,
imperceptible draining away of
free discourse as caution be
comes the hidden yardstick of
institutional policy.
Pressures to politicize the un
iversities—often in the name of
high-minded goals—are pemi-

cious because they imply that
the institution henceforth will be
held responsible for what is said
and thought in its classrooms
and lecture halls.
It is a trend that m ust be r e 
sisted whether the pressures
come from the right of the left,
from blacks or whitest What
is at stake is not the structure,
but the heart and mind of the
cam pus.”
BEN R. SCHNEIDER, Jr.
Associate Professor of
English

To the Editor:
An open lettter to the Mayor and
the Common Council.
On the 15 October Vietnam
Moratorium, the following petition
was circulated among the citi
zens of Appleton:
We, the undersigned residents
and taxpayers of Appleton, Wis
consin, urge upon our Common
Council adoption of the following
in the nam e of Appleton;
The people of Appleton, Wis
consin are opposed to the con
tinuing involvement of the Uni
ted States in the war in Vietnam.
The Ctty of Appleton hereby
urges the President of the Uni
ted States to effect withdrawal
of America's m ilitary presence
in Vietnam at the earliest pos
sible date, and by such m eans as
to minimize the further loss of
human lives in th at conflict.
3915 residents, voters, and tax 
payers of Appleton, Wisconsin
signed this petition, urging adop
tion of the resolution by the Com
mon Council.
On 5 November, the petition was
submitted to the Council by Alder
m an Dorothy Drahedm. A mo
tion was raised by the Alderman
for a suspension of the rules in
order to discuss the petition. By
a vote of 14-6. the motion was
defeated thus effectively quelling
any debate on the petition.
It was then moved th at the
petition be filed with a com mit
tee, to which Mayor Buckley re
plied. “Where do you file a w ar?”
This question was answered by
snickers and laughter from the
Common Council. Then another
Aldenman moved the petition be
filed with the Public Safety Com
mittee. Then there were mane
sniickers and laughter. This mo
tion was passed and consideration
of the petition was ended.
We are amazed and disappoint
ed by the actions of the Com
mon Council. Four thousand of
their fellow citizens and consti
tuents signed the petition in the
hope that the Council would give
the requested resolution serious
consideration, yet the Mayor and
the Council treated the petition
as a joke.
The “circus” atm osphere a t the
meeting indicated to us th a t the
government of Appleton consid
ers the concern of 20% of Apple
ton’s voters and the death of
40,000 American men a laughing
m atter. How credible is a gov
ernm ent which will discuss at
great length whether to extend a
road and yet laugh a t the deaths
of 40,000 Americans?
President Nixon has stated he
will not be responsive to actions
in the streets. Yet when a con
cerned group of citizens attem pts
to have their opinions discussed
through the democratic process,
they are laughed at, and their
concern ridiculed.
While the
Council may feel this resolution
to be outside their realm of au
thority, the frustration produced
by the Council's actions can only
generate more of the violence
which has become so common
in our country, much to every

one’s concern.
The fact of the Council’s rejec
tion is not our point of concern,
our worry is the humorous atti
tude the council holds towards
the well-intended actions of re
sponsible Appleton citizens. If
the citizens of Appleton cannot
address their grievances to their
local government, the Council
obviously does not feel the opin
ions of their constituency to be
worthy of consideration; and if
this is true, what semblance of
democracy have we left?
We challenge M essrs Buckley
and the Common Council to jus
tify their reaction to 20% of Ap
pleton’s voters.
PETER ASCHOFF
SAM TOLLEY
EJXEN BOHLKE
JAMES HART
DAVID VAUGHAN

To the Editor:
I read with interest the story
which Miss Singley wrote in the
31 October issue of The Law
rentian regarding Appleton ABC.
I have no argum ent with the dif
ferent points which she m akes
m her story—she m akes them
well. Being black and living in
Appleton, she is in a position to
take the stand she takes.
From Dartmouth College I can
only take heart from the one
sentence in which Miss Singley
says, “ The ABC program in the
ory is of great value and should
be carefully nurtured to fruition.”
There are faults with each one
of our twellve programs, I have
no doubt. If Appleton is not the
right town for black high school
student?, we should certainly dis
continue the program there or
we should not involve black stu
dents.
My admittedly limited knowl
edge cf the schools in Appleton
suggests that high school stu
dents can get a good academic
preparation for college in any of
the three schools participating
in ABC. For some students,
preparation for college is im
portant but it is still not avail
able in some of the public school
communities of this country.
We want to offer the opportun
ity to some of those students for
whom it is not available at home.
We want to offer it to those who
can benefit from the education
which towns lake Appleton have
m ade available to their own chil
dren.
I was once faced directly by
a white man who asked all th e
questions which Miss Singley
raised in her article but I was
not given a chance to answer.
A middle-aged black woman,
who was a mother herself, cut
off any answers by telling the
questioner th a t the black peopde
wanted more opportunities. She
said they could m ake their own
decisions about which opportuni
ties to accept and which to re
ject, but they wanted to have all
opportunities possible available
to th e ir children. She m ade quite
a point cf saying that they did
not want other people making
the decisions for them.
So. it is quite im portant for
Miss Singley to be perm itted to
m ake the judgement which she
does regarding Appleton and
black students in the Appleton
ABC program. TTiis is m erely
an opportunity which Appleton
ABC offers students who believe
th at they can benefit from it. If
it is not in th eir best interests,
they certainly should not be ask
ed to come from their homes to
Appleton. Wisconsin.
THOMAS M. MIKULA
Director, Project ABC
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“ T h e I n v e s tig a tio n :”
F a c ts O f H u m a n B r u ta lity
--------------------------- — ------- ----------------------------------B y A N D Y H A N S O N -------------The Investigation is a long play.
It begins with a movie of Ger
many preparing for war. The
film screen rises and we find
ourselves in a courtroom.
Men are being tried for crim es
they committed as soldiers. V ar
ious witnesses testify against
them, each with his own mem
ory of the concentration camp.
Witness after witness compounds
the evidence that other witnesses
have given before.
The play ends. No one is ac
quitted, convicted, or dismissed.
This is not a trial but an in
vestigation of concentration camps.
Documents and testimony are not
allegations but facts. They are
the facts of human brutality.
H ie starkness of the set hits
you as you enter the theater. Idenical Mack wooden chairs with
black upholstery line the perim e
te r of the stage. There are three
rows on the right for accused,
one on the left for witnesses. The
judge’s bench is raised on a
dias at the center re a r of the
stage. Attorney’s tables flank it
on either side..
Down closer to the audience,
there is a chair for the witness.
Beside it, stands a table with
w ater glass and pitcher. This is
the only stage. You will see it
peopled with actors in black and
grey.
Lights dim. The film begins
with a Swastika flag. Ttie film
flicks here and there from blond
Aryan youths to German crowds
m assed for a m ilitary parade.
Hitler appears often. He is
beaming and trium phant as he
reviews the limitless German
troops.
And there is w ar and air raids,
and demolished hovels. Jews cow
e r in a concentration camp while
waiting for death. It is a long
film. There are many impress
ions.
•Hie court’s investigation car
ries on interminably. Witnesses
come forward in almost identical
paths to the witness stand to
testify. The w ar crim es that your
and my father rem em ber are ex
amined and crossexamined.
Is it right to be patriotic and
dutiful and to follow one’s coun
try even if it m eans committing
m oral crim es?
Can a doctor of conscience and
prestige push medicine and sciene to vivisetion and medical
‘experim ents’?
Can m en be m ade brutal out
of the necessity to live?
The play goes on and on, com
pounding question on question,
brutality on brutality. But does
it tell us any thing that we don’t
already know? Or anything we
haven’t heard of? In its court
room m anner it can never be as
effective as the documentary
film s that American troops took
when they entered concentration
cam ps.
Tlie witnesses give us testi
mony and horrible testimony but

they are nearly passionless when
they do it.
Was it Weiss’s intent to have
the world as a whole a faceless,
impersonal world, tell us what
it saw? These are not people
who testify. They are too cold
and calm. There is a doctor who
recites the number of deaths and
ways of torture as objects in a
long, long list. A man recounts
the execution of a child. Even the
women are passionless. There are
no hysterics. They give testim on
ies of fact, not nightmare.
There are three rows of ac
cused. They dress like the wit
nesses. Many of them are accus
ed because they were just there
during the w ar. They are the
silent majority, the little people,
the hangers on, the soldiers who
carry out orders and obey com
mands. F ate has put them there
as accused.
Each of them tells the all too
fam iliar, “ I was only carrying
out orders.” They could have
been witnesses.
Many witnesses committed bru
talities. They would scheme for
jobs and special prisoner status.
They waited hungrily to steal
bread scraps from the dying.
Some gave phenol injections to
kill fellow prisoners. One man
killed his father. Special squads
of prisoners, the capos, beat oth
er prisoners up.
Like the accused they did what
they did because they wanted to
live. Each man, prisoner and ac
cused, stopped seeing after he
decided to rem ain alive.
Kaduk and Boger stand out
over all other prisoners. They

are monsters. Boger is a doctor
who beats people to death, and
executes children. He denies
everything in several masterful
fits of rage directed a t the wit
nesses. He stands as a mocking
reproach to all that we a re ac
customed to call moral and de
cent.
H ie only character capable of
sustained rag e is the prosecuting
attorney. The only self-righteous
one is the attorney for the de
fense. With a deep voice, the de
fense attorney rebukes and mocks
the prosecuting attorney’s rages,
He is almost too stem , Uk> selfconfident to defend war criminals.
Each of his attacks on the prose
cuting attorney m akes one won
der whether h e should feel the
sam e inarticulate rage that the
prosecuting attorney feels.
No one is convicted or acquit
ted because no one can be tried.
We would all be as brutal as the
accused if we were faced with
the decisions the accused had to
make. It is in the nature of man
to want to hve. If to live is to be
brutal then man is brutal. If any
one is to be convicted of brutal
ity, it is each of us.
The Investigation is a long play
about concentration camps. Weiss
hopes to recreate their horror for
us by the use of dispassinoate
courtroom testimony. The presen
tation rem ains faithful' to this
scheme. The cum ulative effect of
repetitive testimony can be over
powering. If it fails, it fails be
cause it is slightly out of date
and we are unaccustomed to lis
tening to indictments.

A G U E ST L E C T U R E R from Chicago’s black community
speaks to a gathring of students from the ACM Urban
Studies program now taking place in Chicago. See Jules
X. LaRocue, assistant professor o feconoinics for furthei
information on the program.
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‘Know-Nothing’ Mayor
Articulates His Ideas
B y C H E R Y L W A R R E N and TO M W A R R IN G T O N
In an interview Wednesday, the
Honorable George L. Buckley
m ayor of Appleton, when ques
tioned as to his opinion on the
Moratorium effort as conducted
by Lawrence students, referred
Lawrentian reporters to Rob
e r t’s Rules of Order, in explain
ing that he would not take a po
sition.
According to Mayor Buckley,
he would never take a position on
“ something like th a t” because he
knew that it “ would influence
them ,” referring to his personal
friends who sit on the City Coun
cil. Buckley went on to clarify
th a t the Moratorium is a contro
versy in the cky of AppLeton in
th at the city has not yet arrived
at any particular decision on it,
and consequently he must remain
neutral.
Mayor Buckley, one who knows
parliam entary procedure, stated
th a t Alderman Dorothy Draheim ’s motion to receive and file
her previously defeated motion
that City Council discuss the
Vietnam War and the Moratorium
effort, is not in Robert’s Rules of
Order, but "by custom here” her

“ Now THIS Is what me and Mar
tin Luther had in mind!” reads
the caption of the artwork, re
portedly the gift of “a gentleman
in Maryland,” that hangs in the
office of Appleton Mayor George
L. Buckley.

receive-and-file motion
means
that City Council “ will not give
the m atter any further consider
ation at this tim e.”
When questioned as to on what
basis parade perm its are issued,
Buckley said, “ They apply and
they’re issued.” Buckley claimed
that in his three years in office,
he had not 9een an application
for a parade perm it refused, ex
cept in one case where police
recommended that the perm it not
be issued because of safety fac
tors.
Buckley, who stated that he
is acquainted with ABC, A Better
Chance, went on to say that he
had. never received a report on it
from the Board of Education
“one way or the other.” When
asked about his personal opinion
of ABC, Buckley asserted that
he has “ never heard anyone talk
on the subject.” Buckley then
said th at he supposed “ they
wouldn’t say anything to him any
w ay.”
Buckley added that since he
deals only with alderm en and de
partm ent heads, and in doing so
he has no connection with the
departm ent of education. It is be
cause city government only ap
propriates funds for the depart
m ent of education, is the reason
why “ none of them would ever
say anything about it.” Besides,
“mcne of them are in school.”
Buckley claim s that, legally.
City Council can not appropriate
funds to ABC since it would not
be for a governmental purpose.
When again questioned later, as
to his personal opinion of the ob
jectives behind ABC, Buckley
cam e out with, “ No com m ent.”
What does Mayor Buckley hope
to accomplish during his tenure
in office? Buckley answered that
he ran on an economy program
and that his prim e purpose is “ to
treat the city as a big business,
which it is; to use business prin
ciples that I learned in college.”
Throughout the interview Buck
ley claim ed little knowledge of
activities of the city departm ents
and clarified many inconclusive
statem ents with a reference to
parliam entary procedure, “ Rob
e r t’s Rules of Order,” o r those
people whom he sees twice a
month as they pass his office.

T H E H O N O R A B L E GEORGE L. B U C K L E Y , mayor of
the city of Appleton, was interviewed this week in his city
hall office. Buckley answered queries concerning the Com
mon Council’s handling of the anti-war petitions, hut re
fused to take a stand on the Moratorium or to comment
on the Appleton ABC program.
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Two* Lawrence professors are
being represented at the Novem
ber exhibition of watercolors at
the Paine art center in Oshkosh.
Thomas M. Dietrich, artist in
residence, and Carl F. Riter, pro
fessor of art, have contributed
works to the show.
The exhibition includes one
painting by each of 33 selected
members of the Wisconsin Watercolor society. The society con
sists of artists specially elected
for achievement in this field.
Edward A. Boerner, Sr., pres
ident of the society, gave special
assistance to the staff of the Art
Center in prepairing the show,
and one of his paintings will be
exhibited.
Others represented i n c l u d e
Dietrich, Riter. Robert von Neu
mann, called “ the dean of Wis
consin a rtists;” Mel Kishner, ar
tist for the Milwaukee Journal;
Edward Green, director of a rt
at the Milwaukee Public Mu
seum; Ron Stokes, director of ed
ucation at Milwaukee Art Center;
Lawrence Rathsack and Helmut
Summ, faculty members in the
department of art at UW-Milwaukee.
Also represented are Lee Weiss,
Doris White, Betty Pribee, M ar
ion Bode, Clarence Bohn, Doro
thy Bradley, Joseph F errara,
E arl Gessert, Sherman Groenke,
Gerald and June Bucholz Landt,
Don Hinrichs, Robert Johansen,
Charles Jam es Kaiser, Arthur
Mueller, Enid Peterson, Frank
Steam,
Carl Verburgt, Fred
Wagner, Zak, Gerhard Miller,
Austin F raser and Charles Dix.
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Innovative Beloit CoDege Provides Unique Experience
As a leader in innovative edu
cation Beloit College provides the
unusual dichotomy of a highly
structured academic f o r m a t
which nevertheless allows for, in
fact insures, individual creative
pursuits.
The Beloit Plan, instituted in
the fall of 1964, divides the aca
demic year into three tri-semestens of 15 weeks each.
Each student m ust spend the
first three term s, the underclass
year, on campus. During the next
five term s, the middleclass per
iod, he spends two term s on the
campus, ait a Beloit foreign sem
inar or in an ACM program ;
takes two vacation term s; and
participates in a Field Term. He
returns to campus for his upperclass year, the final three terms.
The Beloit Plan, however, does
not simply refer to the radical
calendar system. It also includes
m yriad requirements.
In addition to distributional re
quirem ents such as language and
science, each student m ust pass
an examination in each of three
areas — the humanities, natural
sciences, and social sciences.
Failure to take one by the end
of the fourth term of campus
places a student on academic
probation.
These exam s, however, have
proved to be a failure, according
to William L. Kolb, Dean of the
College. They have fallen short
of the ideal test: a determination
of “the feeling a student has for
an are a after he has forgotten all
the particulars of the courses he
has taken.” For this reason the
m erits of retaining or discarding
these exam s are now being con
sidered.
During his first three term s a
student m ust attend at least one
designated event each term in
each of the following categories:
Art Series concerts, Visiting
Scholar program s, Player’s Thea
tre, World Affairs and Social
Forum events. He ds placed on
academic probation if he fails to
m eet these requirements.
The Field Term, usually taken
in one of the middleclass term s,
is “the one unqualified success

of the Beloit Plan,” according to
Kolb. The Field Placement Of
fice, directed by John L. Biester,
coordinates the program.
The only prerequisite for this
term is that it be relevant to the
student. He may work in an area
related to his m ajor or in one
that has no obvious relevance to
his career choice.
Each student coordinates tem 
porary plans with his advisor
who then refers the project to the
Field Placement Office. A field
counselor then places the stu
dent in a job.
During the term the placement
office and student maintain close
contact through several reports
required of the student and ideal
ly a personal visit to his work
location by a representative of
the placement office.
On returning to campus, the
student must submit an evalua
tion of his experience which is
weighed with the employer’s
evaluation to determine whether
the experience will be recorded
“ satisfactory” or
“ unsatisfac
tory.”
In practice, however, the field
term is much more flexible than
this outline would indicate. For
instance, one student spent his
term traveling around the world
on a motorcycle, keeping a jour
nal of his experiences.
Another vital part of the Be
loit Plan is the Underclass Com
mon Course (UCC), sim ilar in
purpose to Lawrence Freshman
Studies program. Students must
enroll in this course during their
first three terms. The course has
three aims: fostering an intel
lectual climate, imparting knowl
edge, and developing skills, ac
cording to Marion K. Stocking,
program directan.
The first term deals with ideal
istic and empirical perspectives
through works such as the Bagavad-Gita, The Communist Man
ifesto, and The Autobiography of
Malcolm X.
During the second term stu
dents concentrate on non-Westem , non-linear, and non-verbal
modes of knowing and then re
turn through the arts to the

Carleton Also Displays
Sense Of Creativity
B y A N D Y H A N SO N and CINDY PERCAK
Carleton is an unconventional
college. It’s a school of motivated
students and unorthodox teachers.
A m an in levis and V-necked
sw eater teaches an English class.
A religion class starts with cof
fee and cookies, descends into
discussion and relates personal
experiences.
Instead of the usual gulf that
separates the lecturing teacher
and the listening student, there
is a dialogue beween them. What
the teacher proposes is tentative,
questioning. He is less interested
in w hat he knows than in what
the student can discover for him 
self.
The sciences are the student’s
own affair; the equipment room
is open to any student who wants
to do a project. Professors are
willir^j to give advice. Although
there are more independent proj
ects, the teachers wish to have
experim ents so their students can
be trained in the laboratory.
Carleton students are actively
involved with the affairs of their
school. Carleton’s newspaper, the
“ Tonian,” has published studies
on student work contracts, the
Moratorium, adm inistration decis
ion making, and the hiring and

firing of faculty.
On the question of coed dorms,
student action has far outdistanc
ed college discussion. Last year,
a social policy questionnaire was
sent out to determine student
opinion about housing. The results
haven’t been tabulated yet, but
the third floor of Burton Hall has
already decided on a policy of
coed dorms and put it into effect.
The administration has sus
pended judgment and action for
ten days so that people can talk
the issue over. Many students feel
that this “cooling off” period
should be used to discuss the is
sue of student determination of
all social regulations. They be
lieve that those who live by the
rules should make them.
The most interesting thing that
a Lawrence student finds at Car
leton is Carleton’s current ope*
dorms policy. In four years, the
policy has expanded from a fourhour-a-week visitation period to
a sixteen hour day period with
no sign-ins. It works. The result
is that there is much less pres
sure concerning open dorms at
Carleton. It makes life at Carle
ton less vigorously circumscribed.

T W O L A W R E N T IA N S T A F F E R S , KarenSwanson and John Rosenthal, traveled to
Beloit College last weekend to investigate a college with an atmosphere which con
trasts sharply with Lawrence s. \ \ hile in Beloit, they talked with administrators, stu
dents, and faculty attem pting to see what distinguishes Beloit from other ACM schools.
Central in this effort was their examination of “The Beloit Plan."

Western tradition with Thoneau.
The final UCC term is left sole
ly for creative endeavor.
Mrs. Stocking cites two sources
of student dissatisfaction with
the course. First, students are
exposed to “ many m ajor works
at a highly rapid pace.” Although
students may at first feel only
despair at the heavy work load,
Mrs. Stocking indicated that in
retrospect most of them find the
experience invaluable.
Second, “there are both good
and bad UCC teachers.” Mrs.
Stocking has made a study, how
ever, which indicates th at the
“ best” teachers, according to stu
dents. are those who have taught
the course at least five years.
Thus, participants in the Be
loit Plan—adm inistrators, faculty,
students—are continually upgrad
ing the plan.
Working within this curricular
structure are /1,700 students. Each
class ds greatly distributed geo
graphically: 55% from the mid
west, 35% firom the east, and 10%
from the west, south and foreign
countries.
In 1968 there were 22 coun

MATHEMATICS 9
During terms II and III,
Math 9 will be a full credit
course with class meetings at
8:30 MWF and associated lab
periods to be arranged. It was
to have been given 1st term
for one-third credit but was
cancelled.
The content of the course
and amount of work required
will be approximately that of
last year which is consistent
with full course credit. Inquir
ies should be directed to Mr.
Hopkinson at the Computer
Center.

tries represented. The average
S.A.T. scone is 600
Approximately 709i of Beloit’s
graduates go on to higher edu
cation and 25% on to teaching.
Because of limited monies Bekxit, as many private schools, is
losing t he “ middle American”
and is trying to recruit more stu
dents from diverse socioeconom
ic backgrounds.
Because of the varying calen
dar system at Beloit there is a
turnover of over 300 students
every four months. Thus new ac
tivity rem ains constant through
out the entire yean.
Socially Beloit students appear
more relaxed and this may be
attributed to the year divided into
trim esters of 15 weeks, thus les
sening academ ic pressures. Be
loit also is located in a 21 year
old county for beer and therefore
little beer is consumed or desired.
Within the structural curricu
lum, th e field and vacation term s
probably allow for the greatest
individual choice of creative pur
suits.
They can be arranged in a

variety of ways allowing for stu
dents to take as much as one
continuous year off campus.
Some of the projects and jobs
that have been arranged this fall
are the following: teaching un
derprivileged children in Califor
nia, writing poetry, studying the
problems in the redevelopment of
Boston and San Francisco, re
porting for a paper in Billings,
Montana, teaching in a ski school
in New Mexico, to working in the
Chicago office of a New York
stock broker. Each job is indi
vidually planned and arranged.
The results of this kind of “to
tal living experience” are varied
but certainly give the individual
responsibility for a groat portion
of his educational experience.
The Beloit student m ust be p re
pared to work academically for
long periods of tim e not only in
tensely but creatively and innovatively. The result has been a
school which attracts a body of
independent, vibrant, and social
ly aware students who are ex
posed to a total educational ex
perience.
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V ik e s D r o p S e a s o n F in a le ,
T ie F o r C o n f e r e n c e T h ir d
In a hard fought gam e last Satu rtay the Vikes dropped a 14-13
decision to Grinnell. The differ
ence in the gam e w as a 2-point
conversion by Grinnell in the sec
ond period following their sec
ond touchdown.
The gam e started well for the
Vikes as they w ere first to draw
blood. An exchange of punts gave
the Vikes possession of the ball

Harriers Rate Sixth
In Chicago Running
John Stroemer, placing 15th in
his best clocking to date of 21:48,
led the Lawrence cross-country
team to sixth place in the Confer
ence m eet held Saturday, 9 Nov
em ber in Chicago’s Washington
P ark.
Following Stroemer for the
Vikes were Kent Vincent, 22:36
for 29th, Capt. Andy Reitz, 22:57
for 32nd, Steve Hall, 23:11 for
34th, Randy Smith, 23:42 for 40th,
Doi^g Clapp, 23:55 for 43rd and
Stu Torgerson, 24:08 for 46th.
The meet w as won by Carleton’s
Bob Reddick in a clocking of
20:05.
Coach Gene Davis was very
happy with the squad’s perform
ance as five men improved their
season’s best clockings and two
were very close to equaling their
fastest times.
In the race for the champion
ship, defending cham ps St. Olaf
w as edged out by a strong run
ning contingent from Carleton by
a score of 45-46. Following inthird
place was Grinnell with 91, Cor
nell in fourth with 99, Coe in fifth
with 117, Lawrence in sixth 149,
Monmouth in seventh with 152,
K nox'in eighth with 199 and Be
loit and Ripon who did not score.

on their own 48. An 18*yard
scam per by quarterback John Van
de Hey off the bootleg put the ball
on the Grinnefl 32 yard line.
With second and sue from the
28, Van de Hey ran for 10 down
to the 18. Alwin blasted up the
middle for nine yards where a
penalty gave the Vikes a first
down on the 5. Van de Hey did the
honors as he took it into the end
zone from the 2. The conversion
m ade it Vikes 7, Grinnel 0.
It took the Pioneers only three
plays to get back in th e ballgame.
A long run carried to the Vike
38 yard line. The threat was tem 
porarily thw arted when Steve
Shepard dropped the Grinnell
quarterback for an eight yard
loss. But the next play the Pio
neers worked a sideline pass for
a touchdown, partly because the
Vike defender tripped trying to
m ake the play. The kick attem pt
w as wide and the Vikes still led
7-6.
The Vikes started a drive from
their own 40 which carried to the
Grinnell 35 where it fizzled. A
trem endous punt by Alwin and
good coverage downed the ball
on the Pioneer 1-yard line.
The Vikes could not hold though,
as Grinnell drove upfield via the
pass. They scored their second
touchdown on a 13 yard pass. On
the extra point the Pioneers fak
ed the kick and passed for two
points. Grinnell now led 14-7.
L ater in the second quarter the
Vikes drove from their own 28
to the Grinnell 7 where a fumble
halted the thrust. The score at the
half rem ained 14-7 in favor of
GrinneTl.
The second half was primarily
a defensive battle. Unfortunately
it was a case of the Vike defense
giving the offense numerous
chances to scone with the offense
failing to capitalize on these
chances.
The first break cam e on a Clancy

R ixter recovery of a fumbled
punt return. The Vikes received
the ball at the Grinnell 35 but
w ere unable to move the ball.
The very next tim e the Pioneers
had the ball, the Vike pass rush
forced the quarterback to cough
up the ball. Karl Knock recovered
for the Vikes on the Grinnell 15.
But again the Vikes were stopped
cold and had to settle for a field
goal attem pt. The ball hit the
upright and bounced short.
Lawrence would not relent
though as Paul Rechner picked off
an enemy pass at the visitors 44.
This tim e the Vikes took it in,
with Alwin scoring from the one.
The big play of the drive cam e on
an 11-yard run by Rixter around
lef end on a fourth and five situ
ation. The Vikes elected to go
for broke on the extra point, but
a line plunge was short. Score
Grinnell 14, Lawrence 13.
The Vikes had one more crack
at it with about six minutes to
go in the game. Starting from
their own 34 the Vikes drove up
field on the ground. A personal
foul penalty gave them the ball on
the Grinnell 18. When the drive
stalled here, a field goal attem pt
fell short of the m ark from 31
yards out. Grinnell was then able
to run out the final two minutes
of the game.
Despite being outscored the
Vikes outgained their opponents
318 to 253. All th e Vikes’ yardage
cam e on the ground. Leading the
ball-carrying parade was Lance
Alwin with 123 yards in 23 at
tem pts. Van de Hey ran for 77
and Rechner chipped in with 72.
The defense played its usual fine
gam e as it cam e up with one in
terception and two fumble recov
eries.
The loss put the Vikes’ final rec
ord at 6-3 for the season and drop
ped them into a tie for third in
the league. Tied with Lawrence
are Coe and Grinnell.

Vikes Finish
With Shutout
The soccer team put out one of
its better perform ances in a 5-0
victory over St. N orbert’s last
Saturday. Unfortunately, it was
also the last gam e of the season,
so \he Vikes’ record will stand at
5-2-1.
The Vikes used ball control and
a productive offense tQ batter
down the visiting club. Dave
H achm eister filled in at goalie,
and was called on for only eight
saves during the game. The Vike
offense poured in 27 shots-on-goal
as well as the five that got past
the goalie.
A1 Berger scored both of the
first-half goals, one in each q u a r
ter. His second score was ruled
good after the Norbert goalie
caught and dropped the ball in
side the net.
Archie Korentang scored twice
in the third quarter, the first
from right in front of the goal
following a pass from Steve Potischman. His second was a fol
low-up shot on a deflected a t
tem pt off the Norbert goalie.
Right winger Davie Mitchell
scored the Vikes’ last goal in the
fourth quarter. Mitchell headed
the ball in on a pass from the left
corner.
Lawrence lost some of its firsthalf m omentum with only seven
shots-on-goal in the second half
a s com pared to 20 in the first.
H achm eister’s busiest quarter
was the fourth, in which he pulled
down four saves, one m ore than
his total for th e other three quar
te rs combined.

V IK IN G Q U A R T E R B A C K John Van <le H ey carries
the ball around Grinnell’s left end for a short gain. His
efforts, which included 77 yards rushing and one touch
down carry, neverthless, went for naught as the Pioneers
won the last game of the season 14-13, tyin g Lawrnce and
Grinnell and Coe for third in the final conference standings.

VIEW FROM THE BENCH
B y GREG O ’M EA R A
C losing out another athletic season last weekend, foot
ball notched out a third in the MW C conference with a
6-3 record. Cross country finished sixth at the conference
meet in Chicago, and sported a 5-5 record in dual com pe
tition. The soccer team, 5-2-1, beat a powerful St. Norbert
team last Saturday 5-0.
W hat is the difference between these three teams? All
have respectable records, all the athletes compete regular
ly, both in practice and games, yet soccer is a club while
football and cross-country are letter sports.
It is not so much that soccer is not a letter sport that is
the problem but that by not being a letter sport the team
plays literally “out of its league” in scheduling games.
T his year for example they faced a powerful Green Bay
team, a team which is ranked in the top ten of M idwest
soccer.
Presently, soccer is a club sport coached by tw o volun
teer coaches, E. James Moody and Hans Ternes. If the
team were recognized as a letter sport perhaps some fin
ancial reimbursement could be arranged for their efforts.
There could be other benefits for official team status
of soccer. There are currently other soccer teams in
M W C colleges such as Ripon and Knox— possibly Law
rence could act as a catalyst in forming a definite league
and schedule in the MWC.
T his would have tw o ad vantages; it would even out
the com petition thus avoiding lopsided competition, and
secondly, it would allow more boys to actively participate
at a com petitive level in athletics at the college level.
The incentive for a varsity letter might keep many of
the players out for soccer beyond their sophomore year.
Junior year closes out soccer for many good players as
they have fulfilled their physical education requirement.
Soccer is definitely on the upswing throughout the
U nited States. More and more high school conferences
are form ing soccer leagues throughout the country. Many
fine athletes compete in soccer and worldwide it is the
most popular sport in existence.
It is not unreasonable for Lawrence to expand its ath
letic program just a bit as soccer already has a strong foot
hold in the Lawrence com munity and appears to have in
creased interest with every game.

Winter's Coming
G ET Y O U R
COATS

AND

SW EA TERS

CLEANED

AT

CLARK'S CLEANERS
O N T H E O F F E N S IV E , Edibaldo Silva-Loppee, Jr., kicks
one of 27 shots-on-goal made by the soccermen in their 5-0
victory over St. Norbert’s last Saturday in the season’s fi
nal game. Lawrence closed with a 5-2-1 record.
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Readers Digest Reveals
ROTC Criticisms Invalid
ROTC — the Reserve Officers
Training Corps program on col
leges campuses—is under attack
as never before in its half-cen
tury existence. At least 50 col
leges this year have seen antiROTC dem onstrations;
ROTC
program s have been effectively
term inated at Harvard, D art
mouth, and Columbia, and down
graded at another half-dozen in
stitutions
across the
United
States.
But the radical students, faculty
m em bers and others calling for
abolition of ROTC may be missing
the point a November Readers’
Digest article suggests. Their
challenge is based on two a s 
sumptions: 1) that ROTC “ vio
lates academic freedom,” and 2)
that ROTC courses “do not m erit
academ ic credit "
“ A careful exploration of the
‘academic freedom’ line of a t
tack shows it to be glaringly un
supported by facts’’ says author
Kenneth Tomlinson, a member of
the Digest’s Washington Bureau.
“ Probing the charge of eight uni
versities in different parts of the
country” he writes, “ I found ab
solutely no ‘thought control’ in
m ilitary classes.”
Indeed just the opposite is of
ten the case he says. At least one
student reported that his ROTC

courses were the only place he
could find a real give-and-take de
bate on the Vietnam war. More
over, a number of universities
have rejected demands to end
ROTC on the basis of maintaining
academ ic freedom. According to
Herman B. Wells of the Univer
sity of Indiana, for example, drop
ping ROTC would be “yielding
to the same kind of pressures
which have demanded that we
cease teaching anything about
Karl Marx, Russian history, and
Slavic literature.”
As to charges that ROTC cours
es do not m erit academic credit,
Tomlinson points out that colleg
es can demand that the courses
measure up to the institution’s
normal standards, and can in
sist on teachers of high quality.
Equally unfounded, argues Tom
linson, are charges that ROTC
encourages militarism. “ Without
ROTC,” he notes “ the Pentagon
would be forced into a massive
expansion of m ilitary acade
mies” inevitably resulting in pre
cisely the kind of m ilitaristic a t
mosphere that ROTC critics claim
to be opposing. Focusing the ed
ucation of future m ilitary devel
opment of an inbred officer
corps.
ROTC has been “ a critical cor
nerstone in our national defense

TRAVEL TALK:

in the Land of Sun and Snow
By TOM W A R R IN G T O N
Travel Editor
If you are still looking for a
place to go for the upcoming
Christm as “ vacancies,” search
no mone The ski resort town of
Vail, Colorado, has all that it
(takes to be one of the most “ in”
spots in the West this year.
Easily accessible by plane,
train, and thumb, Vail has the
facilities to satisfy everyone from
beginner to expert. The skiing
is also reputed to be excellent.
Although your faithfull correspon
dent's August visit to Vail did not
coincide with the peak snow
season, the delightful quasi-Tyro
lean motif of the entire village
was nonetheless apparent, as
w e the regaling participants in
the ski pole industry’s conven
tion.
This ski season m arks the open
ing of Vail Lion’s Head, a new
base complex and additional gon
dola-served ski terrain adjacent
to Vail Village. Vail is no long
e r a “ one gondola” town, but
a smorgasbord of many lifts and
mountains, combining the best of
the Alps and Rockies—continental
charm and variety with Colora
do’s spellbinding chemistry of sun
and snow.

Ski-week and group package
plans put a Vail vacation well
within the financial range of the
itinerant collegiate ski bum, so
be sure to take Vail in either this
Christmas or spring (the place
is then overflowing with kids of
both sexes, and of all shapes,
Sizes, and persuasions).
When you go, there are some
“ m ust” spots to hit. Number 1
just has to be "Norge by
George,” the laundromat operat
ed by a local ski instructor,
which has somewhat surprisingly
become the favorite watering hole
of the Vail Village cognoscenti.
Of the bars, “The Keg,” the “ Red
Lion,” and the “Copper B ar,”
cater to the epicurean tastes of
the collegiate beer aficionado.
Last but not least, there is the
omnipresent liquor stone, whicti
is centrally located in order to
facilitate the organization of
Vail’s notorious wine picnics,
which,
incidentally,
comprise
most of a visiting collegiate’s day
time activities. The chance a l
ways exists, however, that you
might even get some skiing done
between parties.
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for decades,” writes Tomlinson.
In World War II, for example,
60,000 of the 100,000 reserve of
ficers mobilized were ROTC grad
uates. Their contribution led Ar
my Chief of Staff George C. Mar
shall to call them “the most val
uable asset we have had in this
em ergency.” Today, some 200,000
young men in 365 colleges and
universities are enrolled in the
ROTC program. Army ROTC will
turn out some 16,000 officers in
1969—21 tim es more than West
Point. Thirty-five percent of Air
Force officers commissioned this
year will be ROTC graduates.
More than half the Navy’s regu
lar line officers come directly
from ROTC.
Moreover, says the article,
ROTC scholarships make academ 
ic degrees available to thousands
who might otherwise be unable
to afford them.
Committees to study ROTC
have been established on many
campuses. They should, th e a rti
cle urges, “ carefully evaluate
and update the ROTC curriculum.
They should work with the miiitary and university adm inistra
tions to correct any faults that
are found.”
But they should not abolish a
program that has served the n a 
tion well in the past and th at
will be vitally needed in th e fu
ture. Like it or not, this nation
will be faced with significant
m ilitary decisions in the coming
years. ROTC can help insure that
those decisions are not m ade by
a “ m ilitary elite” but by officers
who fully represent American
society and are aw are of the full
perspective of American culture.

Food Group To Aid
Student Indigestion
The m anagem ent of the Downer
Food Center, under David M.
Moore, established this fall a
Food Advisory Committee. The
committee is composed of six
students:
Danita Hall, Jan et
Huehl, Jeanne Knight, Linda
Scadcucci, Tom Kendall, and Bob
Haeger. These are volunteers who
wish to spend some tim e learning
about the operation of Downer.
Learning about this operation
prepares the com mittee for what
is basically a dual function, the
first part of which is of an ad
visory nature. This involves pass
ing along the Legitimate criti
cism s of the students to the m an
agement. “ To date,” Haeger
said, “the management has been
very receptive to our ideas.”
Their second function is to act
as an intermediary or buffer type
body. The committee must conse
quently look a t students’ criti
cisms from the view of the m an
agement. If the criticism s or sug
gestions a re unreasonable the
committee m em bers must be able
to explain why to the students.
Two im portant topics of dis
cussion in the committee now
concern improved preparation of
m eat and the possibility of elim 
inating the Sunday breakfai*
meal. If the second is adopted,
the two Sunday meals would be
a brunch late in the morning and
dinner served late in the after
noon.
“This committee has been
formed so that students may have
some say in the area of their
food,” Haeger stated, “ and we
encourage anyone to bring sug
gestions or criticisms to them .”

T H E L A W R E N C E S Y M P H O N Y O RCH ESTRA , under
the direction of Professor of Music Kenneth Bvler, rehears
es for its first fall concert Sunday evening at 8 p.m. in the
chapel. The program includes Handel’s “W ater M usic;”
’“Tragic Overture, Op. 81.” by Brahms; and “Symphony
\ o . 5 in D Major.” by Ralph Vaughan-W illianm s.

Choral Society
Gives “Messiah”
The 180-voce Lawrence Univer
sity Choral Society will give its
annual performance of Handel’s
“ Messiah” at 7:30 p.m. Sunday,
7 Dec., in Memorial Chapel.
The chorus and 60-member
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra
will be conducted by Conserva
tory Dean LaVahn Maesch.
Soloists include Rhonda Cundy,
soprano;
Nancy
March
Stowe, contralto: Frank Little,
tenor;
and
John
Koopman,
bass-baritone. Other principals
will be harpsichondist Miriam
Clapp Duncan, of the conserva
tory faculty, and senior organist
Paul Emmons.
The perform ance m arks the
43rd year in which “ Messiah” has
been presented at Lawrence. The
oratorio was first given here in
1914 by a group of university and
Appleton musicians.
For Maesch, the performance
is the last before his official re
tirem ent from the faculty. He
f ir^ appeared as organist in a
1928 “ Messiah” performance, and
after some 15 appearances as ac
companist—both as a student and
faculty member — assumed the
conductor’s role in 1953.
Tickets are now on sale by
mail-order only.

Musicale To Offer
LU Compositions
A program of contemporary
music is planned by Sigma Alpha
Iota, women’s professional music
sorority, for its annual musicale
a t 8 p.m. Monday, 17 Nov., at
H arper Hall.
The public conceit features
works by American composers,
among them several Lawrence
students.
Included are a “ Duo No. 2 for
Oboe and Violin,” by Neil Tatman, a Conservatory junior from
Kenosha; four songs for soprano
voice and four for mixed chorus,
by Randy Retnmel, a senior frorti
Green Bay; “Two Piano P re

ludes,” by Paul Smith, junior
from Oshkosh; two pieces for
baritone voice, by Bert Lord, ju
nior from Libertyville, III.; and
“ Passacaglia” for two flutes,
oboe, two clarinets and bassoon,
by Jesse Levin, sophomore from
New York.
Other composers represented
are J. Kent Williams, Jam es L.
Moore, Douglas Moore, Daniel
Pinkham and Samuel Barber.
Their music includes works for
vocal quartet, oboe and viodin,
soprano voice, and piano.

Herbert Hoffman
Presents Concert
German organist Herbert Man
fred Hoffmann will present a pro
gram of sacred and secular or
gan works at 8 p.m. Friday, 14
Nov., at Metnoial Chapel.
The concert, sponsored by Law
rence Conservatory and
the
Northeastern Wisconsin chapter
of the American Guild of Organ
ists, is the first of four to be
given by distinguished organists
here this season. Other artists
will be: Peter Hurford, 16 Jan.;
Robert Glasgow, 13 March; and
Donald Willing, during April. The
program s are given without ad
mission charge.
Hoffmann, a leading interpreter
of the music of Max Reger is
kantor of the Emmaus-Kirche,
the oldest original Protestant
church in Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.
Bom in 1930 in Bneg, in the
province of Silesia, Germany,
Hoffmann began organ ¿Audy a t
age 11 under Max Drischner.
Three years later, he became a
student of Johannes Piersig, in
Breslau, and after World War II
continued his studies in Heidel
berg at the Institut fur Kirchen
musik.
In H948, after four semesters of
study, he was permitted to take
the Institut examination for full
tim e church musicians, a tee*
normally requiring a minimum of
six sem esters of study. Three
y ears later, he was named to his
present post.

THE TIME HAS COME
ORDER Y O U R
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Groovin9to th e ..
GREEK BEAT!
The Pi Phi’s officially launched
th e Annual P ress Coverage Con
ference with w hat m ay well be
(the ICE CREAM SOCIAL of the
year.
The conference, designed to
provide local m edia with an op
portunity to get scoops of Greek
happenin’a (as well as ioe
aream !), lasted for a record four
hours. Guest of honor was one
BASKIN - ROBBINS’ representa
tive who was made an honorary
m em ber of 4he sonority during
the course of the evening.
The theme for
this
year,
“Scoop • Pee - Doo-Bee-Doo,” was
accented by the m ore than three
dozen ice cream scoops suspended
from the ceiling. The purpose of
the decorations w.as to determ ine
who could move the scoops with
out touching them—a phenomena
which would be indicative of such
a person’s magnetic personality.
Those who were successful in do
ing fo will be initiated in secret
cerem onies in the PI PHI room
la ter on this week.
. . . Anxious to get on with the
proceedings, the GAMMA PSI’S
evoked thunderous applause upon
announcing their CAKE SOCIAL
which will be held tomorrow in
Main Hall. In an effort to prove
that ICE CREAM without CAKE
is pointless these Greek lasses
hope to win ethers to their way
of thinking. Those interested in
attending should contact E. T.
Bakery at 733-6769.
. . . “ Hang ’em High with AD
P I” was the slogan that rang
out over the room as the AD
P I’S picketed the section occu
pied by Lawrence’s elite—FRAT
MEN! On the ram page for
WOMEN’S LIBERATION, these
Lawrence women sported broken
chains and waved crumpled gags
symbolizing their break for free
dom
They admonished their sister
Greeks for not rallying to the
cause with the warning th at “To

be apathetic is to beg for the
shackling of our sonoral spirit.”
. . . True to form and not to
be outdone in spirit of any kind.
DG’S rushed to th e podium to
declare their unpreced e n t e d
“ GRUB DAY,” a tim e set aside
for the donning of jeans, sw eat
shirts, and sneakers.
Protesting their usual Connie
C oed costume, they declared the
daring act of wearing “ grubs” as
symbolic cf their emancipation
from the m ores and traditions of
former spirited DG’s.
. . . Hopping on the band
wagon of emancipated women,
the ALPHA CHI’S issued an ulti
m atum calling for a MORATOR
IUM on the recruitm ent of women
by the fraternities.
They maintained th at such ac
tivities were unethical in that
they infringed on the right of
women initiated to fully exercise
self-protection. The force of the
ALPHA CHI’S ultimatum lav in
th rir threat to bovcott the next
fraternity round robin.
. . . And the THETA’S preach
ed LOVE. Cool and calm in their
much publicized tradition, the
THETA’S moved from group to
another pleading with them
to consider the alternative and
to LOVE. For those who professsed an ignorance in thi6 area, the
THETA’S
joyfully
announced
their symposium dealing with the
topic “Brothers and Sisters in
THETA LOVE.” They urged all
present to come.
While th ngs around them tee
tered on the edge of havoc, the
FRATERNITY MEN sat section
ed off to them selves obliviously
discussing plans for their annual
APPLE CIDER SOCIAL. H ere’re
some buzzin’s from the FRAT
GNAT. . .

V arsity atheltes from football
and cross country team s will be
honored at a dinner at 6 p.m.
Thursday 20 Nov., at the Left
Guard Charcoal House.
The annual fall dinner is spon
sored by the Viking Bench, an
organization of area businessmen
which promotes Lawrence ath
letics.
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1970 ARIEL
Deadline for ordering next
year’s Artel will be Monday,
17 November. Order cards are
available at all residence hall
desks or from Roy Brayton,
Ttever or A1 Reynolds, Plantz.
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YELLOW CAB

:

733-4444
This is not just a young man’s fancy

C ontem po
w ith

HOUNDS

TO SH O W SU P PO R T FOR P R E S ID E N T N IX O N ’S
“ Plan for Peace” in Vietnam, National Guard units
throughout the state have been urged by their commanders
to drive with lights on, keep porch lights burning, and to
fly the flag this weekend.

H E A R . . .

ATTENTION

SO U ND

Varsity Athletes
To Be Honored

. . . PHI TAU’S to admit girls
to fraternity after infamous clash
last spring when Lawrence wom
en were severely admonished for
attem pting a “brief” raid in their
house.
. . . BETA’S to buy silverware
and dishes after having floor re
placed where it caved in from
strenuous w ear and tear during
mealtimes.
. . . SIG E P ’S to announce
patent for latest invention —
FREEZE DRIED APPLE CI
DER, a discovery which merited
them the sponsorship of this
y ear’s formal fraternity debut.
. , . PHI DELT’S to m an body
building booth a t Pewaukee State
Fair.
. . . F IJ I’S to support BUD
WALSH in his campaign for
Chairman of the House on UnAmerican Activities Committee.
. . . DELT’S to invest in or
ange fluorescent jackets to in
crease nighttime visibility and,
most importantly, recognition.
And, last but not least, THE
RING SCENE . . . Pinnings and
engagem ents have been omitted
in this issue because of the war
declared between men and wom
en factions on campus.
Reports will be resumed only
after dating has again (?) become
the RULE rather than the EX
CEPTION. Casualties to “ date”
are approximately 650 men, 650
women.
So, until next tune, y a ’ll, jus’
hang loose and keep right on
GROOVIN’ TO THE GREEK
BEAT! 11

ON THE W ORLD

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Open Monday and Friday N ights ’til 8 p.m.,
Closed all day Saturday
Third Floor Zuelke Building

Call 4-6300

Take a look at any campus. Big. Small. Rural. Urban. You
see the same thing: guys and gals. Same books. Same looks.
Same hopes.
And you are there.
Some students really jam in every bit of opportunity they
can grab hold of. Some just drift through.
Which are you?
Here’s a good tip: If you join the Air Force ROTC program
on your campus you'll know you're grabbing a big opportunity.
Financial assistance is available. You’ll graduate as an officer—
a leader on the Aerospace Team. You have executive respon
sibility right where it’s happening. Where the space-age break
throughs are. You’ll be able to specialize in the forefront of
modern science and technology-anything from missile elec
tronics to avionics. You can also be a pilot. You won’t get lost
in some obscure job with no future.
You’ll also enjoy promotions and travel.
•
So graduate with our blessings.
And a commission.
Applications for our two year program from soph
omores or those with two acedemic years remaining
are now being taken. Contact Air Force ROTC, L aw
rence University. — Phone 739-3681, ext. 248.

B o o k S u p p lie s
a n d G r e e tin g C a rd s
Conkey’s Book Store

